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Dear Members,

Greetings!

As you know, we have been faced with some issues not in our

control. We appreciate your patience and let me assure you, our

committee is very focussed on sorting them at the earliest. As informed

earlier, we will soon be embarking on some renovation and refurbishment

work. We solicit your cooperation during this period as the final outcomes

are aimed at the betterment of our facilities for all our members. This

would commence after Dussehra.

We are also working towards strengthening various systems like

HR and Accounts etc. We will keep you informed of further progress.

The Environmental impact of Plastic cannot be overstated .Our

Club can no longer throw away responsibility for the plastics littering

our environment. If we are to take a responsible approach to managing

our environment we must reduce problematic and unnecessary single-

use plastics. Our Committee believes Waltair Club should phase out and

ultimately ban single use plastic from our premises. Such a campaign

would require your wholehearted support and cooperation as we look at

ways to move to better alternatives. As always, your views and

suggestions are welcome and can be sent by email.

Best wishes for the festive season!!

With warm regards,

Kumar Muppidi

From the
President’s
Desk

PRESIDENT
MR. M.V.S.N.KUMAR K-32
9949826556
kumarmuppidi59@gmail.com

VICE-PRESIDENT
MR. P.S. RAJU S-148
9393107777
psraju@gmail.com

HONORARY SECRETARY
PROF. G.SESHAGIRI RAO S-246
9949414114
drgsrao@gmail.com

HONORARY TREASURER
MR. A.SURESH S-547
9848195707
suresh.adu@gmail.com

COMMITTEE MEMBERS  2019-20

SPORTS
MR. P.KRISHNAKANTH K-176
9246762909
kris_5624375@yahoo.co.in

ENTERTAINMENT
MR. A.SEKHAR BABU S-699
9849199906
sekharamrf@gmail.com

BAR
MR. G.M.B.V.KRISHNA REDDY K-77
9246623943
drgmbvkreddy@gmail.com

CATERING
MR. O.SRINIVASULU S-759
8977789999
oruganti72@gmail.com

GENERAL SERVICES
MR. R.V.PRASAD P-090
8008767555
rvprasad03@gmail.com

CHAMBERS & LIBRARY
MR. S.V.NARASIMHA RAJU N-094
9866565656
varmasagi2828@gmail.com

LADIES SUB-COMMITTEE
MRS. M.DIVYA DAS D-093
9494130731

SENIOR MEMBERS
CAPT. G.M. PETER P-09
98484 06010

MANAGING COMMITTEE  2019-20
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Vice President’s
Message

Honorable Members,

It gives me great pleasure communicating with all of you. Waltair Times

started it's journey, the present Committee, with the June'19 issue. Before going

on this adventure I shared with the then Editorial Board Members and also the

elected Committee a vision document for Waltair Times. This document is printed

on the following page. I am happy to inform that the goals set forth in the vision

document are being fulfilled and that we are on the right track.

In the first issue I spoke about my responsibly to implement Accounting

Systems and ERP Package without any cost to the Club. With the active support of

the Honorable President the work in this regard has started. My team consisting

of highly qualified and experienced individual are studying the present systems

and would soon suggest ways to move towards good and efficient systems.

Once these are implemented the ERP can be installed and the Club will then

move to fully automated systems. This is a highly skilled and time taking task and

I assure the Members of reaching the set goals as soon as possible.

It would make all our hearts swell with pride on the achievements of a

young prodigy Kolagatla Alana Meenakshi an 8 year Child of our very proud

Member Mr. Madhu Kolagatla (M-109). This Member Child added three more

InterNational medals in Chess, two gold and a bronze to India.

At the cost of repetition, I request the Members to respond to our appeal

for reduction of multiple number of copies to be posted to the same address. This

can easily be done by, sending an email from an address registered with the Club.

This can also be done by posting a letter to the Club office/sign on the papers

available in the Club office. All these requests will be registered and dispatches

stopped. This would result in saving paper and thereby the environment.

I also appeal to the Members and/or their dependent Children to contribute

articles of interest and also inform the Club of achievements etc., so that we can

publish the same in Waltair Times.

Following the Honorable  President's inspiration, in this issue. we are adding

information on two Affiliated Clubs namely Secunderabad and Bangalore. This

would be useful for the Members of this Club who visit them.

Please do send your valuable suggestions for improvement of Waltair Times

by posting the same to: feedback@waltairclub.com.

                                                                          P S RAJU., FCA

                                                                         VICE PRESIDENT

Editor

Dr.Hema Yadavalli H-22

9949485555

Members

Mr.P.S. Raju S-148

9393107777

Mr.S.V.Krishna Murthy Raju R-328

9440189476

M.K.Mallikharjuna Rao M-91

9848199009

Mr.A.V.Monish S Row M-35

9848190912

Mr.T.V.S.K.Kanaka Raju K-134

9849114247

Mr.K.R.Prasad P-79

2553773

Mr.K.Narayana Rao N-44

9491331914

Mr.Prem R Mirpuri M-54

9849146137

Mrs.C.Padmaja N-34

9440395454

Mrs.Shanti Chitra C-46

7382621218

Mrs.Deepti Rathi D-166

8297211007

EDITORIAL BOARD
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(Circulated to then proposed Editorial Board of Waltair Times and Management Committee on 2nd July 2019)

Presently Waltair Times leaflet contains about 7 pages. This needs to be changed and for this the editorial board being

constituted requires to give suggestions and make valuable contribution.

It is proposed that an editorial board consisting of eminent persons be contributed for the uplift of Waltair Times

during the term 1st July 2019 to 30th June 2020. It is proposed to have the following persons on the editorial board.

1.  Sri P.S.Raju, Vice President, Waltair Club

2.  Sri Kankatala Mallik, CMD, Kankatala Silks

3.  Sri G.Madhu Kumar, Chairman of Bullaya College Institutons

4.  Sri Monish A Row

5.  Sri K. Prasad, Frontline Travels Pvt. Ltd.

6.  Sri Tatavarthy Kanaka Raju, Advocate

7.  Sri K. Narayana Rao, Chartered Accountant

There will not be a chairman for the editorial board. Everyone is equal. They will meet either formally or informally at

places of their convenience and times of their choosing.

It is a dream to make the Waltair Times a regular magazine with various contributions like messages from President,

Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and each of the functional heads for various committees. They will inform the members

of the Waltair Club through their messages the happenings in their respective areas, contributions will be invited from all

members in areas of Science & Technology, Entertainment, India/State news, World news, etc. They will be subject to strict

editorial overview for content, language and other miscellaneous items. Then only they would be cleared for publication in

Waltair Times magazine.

Another factor that needs to be taken into account is revenue generation. Waltair Times is one of the few areas where

the club is generating revenue in excess of expenditure. This needs to be increased multifold by searching for new avenues of

income generation. These mostly come from advertisement.

There would be lot of interest for advertisement in the Waltair Times magazine if it is spruced up to the level of top

magazine either in India/ World. These can easily be done once all the members who are creative in their own fields put their

minds together and work on it.

The other items forgotten in the earlier paragraphs are the achievements of the members or their children whether in

India or abroad and also significant achievements by other persons in the city of Visakhapatnam, the state of Andhra Pradesh,

India and abroad. Important statutory notifications which bear effect in all business activities need to be highlighted and

brought into the magazine. There may be so many others which the members of the Editorial Board can think and come up

with suggestions. Suggestions can also be initiated from other members of the club for the improvement of the magazine.

We can look out if any of the honourable members have editorial experience, and then we can think about inviting

them as advisors for the editorial board. This would not only be cost saving but also of a person having attachment to the club.

We need to prepare a comprehensive budget for the Waltair Times magazine for the year 2019-20. This can be done

once we have expected revenue figure and details of cost for publishing and distributing the magazine.

Thank You.

P S RAJU - VICE PRESIDENT, WALTAIR CLUB & MEMBER

EDITORIAL BOARD OF WALTAIR TIMES.

VISION DOCUMENT
FOR WALTAIR TIMES IN-HOUSE MAGAZINE

VISION
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Secretary’s
Message

Greetings to members !

I am glad that the new sports facilities offered at the club are being well utilized by the members. Good number

of children have enrolled themselves for the newly introduced karate and painting classes. The Managing Commitee

invites more participation from Members and their children in all the sports activities and coaching classes. We want to

provide the best of the services to the Members.

Managing Commitee is Planning to organise various food festivals from next month onwards to satisfy the

food lovers who would like to try out different cuisines. Members are welcome to offer their suggestion in this regard.

Festival season is round the corner and we are making plans to entertain the members by organizing good

events for Dasara and Diwali. we request the members to attend in good members and celebrate these occasions in

the Club. We are also planning to bring out the culinary skills of ladies by conducting cookery competetions. Many more

events are lined up in the coming months.

I wish you all Happy Dasara and Diwali !!

 INFORMATION  TO MEMBERS

This is to inform all the Members that the Managing Committee decided to debit Rs.100/- per annum from

members, towards staff welfare fund (this fund to be utilized as loans for staff and  their families medical and education

purpose) as per  article –XXXIII (G) (110th Annual General body Meeting  on 30th June, 2016).

PROF. G.SESHAGIRI RAO

Dear Members,

As I have already completed two months of my term as Catering Commitee

Member, I am able to execute my plans in a positive manner. To take it further, I am

planning to introduce food festivals of different cuisines every month. I am sure

members  would happily welcome this initiative and enjoy their favourite cuisines. I

am also planning to introduce Vegetarian and Non-Vegetarian Combo platters in

dinner very soon to offer variety to the members.

Happy food times at Club!!

O.SRINIVASULU

Message from
Catering Committee Member
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NOTICE BOARD

Member Name M.No. Category D.O.J

Miss. R.Namratha N-265 Associate 20.07.2019

Miss. D.Shradda Raju S-1246 Associate 03.08.2019

Miss. D.Shriya Raju S-1243 Associate 03.08.2019

Mr. G.Ram Jagadeep Reddy R-664 Regular mc 16.08.2019

Miss. J.Harshitha H-234 Associate 17.08.2019

Mr. J.Raghunandan Chowdary R-738 Associate 17.08.2019

Mrs. Sweta Joshi S-1251 Life 17.08.2019

Mr. K.Nimish N-267 Associate 17.08.2019

Miss. Kriti Rekhi K-307 Associate 17.08.2019

Mr. P.Ganga Raj G-142 Regular mc 18.08.2019

Mr. P.Vidyaranya V-434 Regular mc 19.08.2019

Miss. O.Gayathri G-143 Associate 19.08.2019

Mr. M.Prasanth P-358 Regular mc 21.08.2019

Mr. Y.R.Hrudai Gavarraj H-229 Associate 22.08.2019

Miss. Kavyasree K-305 Regular mc 23.08.2019

Mr. K.V.G.Vamsi Krishna V-435 Associate 23.08.2019

Mr. G.Anurag Chowdary A-441 Associate 23.08.2019

Mr. Bikash Kumar Nandi B-173 Life 23.08.2019

Mr. V.Nayan Tez N-268 Associate 24.08.2019

Mr. K.Mahesh Vardhan M-331 Regular mc 24.08.2019

Miss. N.Vishnu Priya V-433 Associate 26.08.2019

Miss. Mithuna Keshav Murugesh M-330 Regular mc 27.08.2019

Mr. T.Punith P-357 Regular mc 28.08.2019

Miss. G.Rashmi Naidu R-665 Regular mc 29.08.2019

Mr. M.Dhruv Reddy D-154 Regular mc 30.08.2019

Miss. N.Vishnu Priya V-433 Associate 30.08.2019

Mr. W.Krishna Srikar K-306 Associate 30.08.2019

Miss. B.Suparna S-1252 Regular mc 03.09.2019

Miss. T.Anusha A-439 Associate 03.09.2019

Mr. Viraj P. V-355 Regular mc 03.09.2019

Mr. M.Sarath Chowdary S-1250 Regular mc 04.09.2019

Mr. K.Bharat Kumar Raju B-174 Regular mc 04.09.2019

Mr. A.Chinmay Vivecananda C-120 Associate 04.09.2019

Mr. S.Sushant S-1253 Regular mc 11.09.2019

New Members List
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1. This is to inform all the members that guests are not allowed for Madewell (boutique), Spa, Wash Club (Laundry

service) and Electronic shop. This facility exclusively for members only .Please co-operate with the Management.

2. This is to inform all the members that guests are  allowed at Food Court & Club Mart areas with a guest charges

of Rs.50/- with immediate effect this is strictly implemented. Please co-operate with the Management.

3. It is observed that inspite of “NO SMOKING” notice still some members are smoking in Food Court. This will endanger

fellow members who are sitting in the area, by passive smoking. This has been put up at the instance of fellow members

using the Food Court. This is to request members to refrain smoking in the Food Court with immediate effect.

Announcements

Many congratulations to Dr.B.V.Nagabhushanarao MD, MRCP(UK), FRCP(London)

(Membership no : N 101) who has been elected as a Fellow Of the Royal College of

Physicians, London (FRCP).  Fellowship is given to the members of the Royal College

of Physicians (MRCP) on selection basis depending upon participation in academic

activities of the college and published research articles. This is rarely given to the

doctors practicing outside the Great Britain.

Member Honour

Club Calender
20.09.2019 Friday Movie 7:00 PM

21.09.2019 Saturday Mega Bumper Tambola 7:30 PM

27.09.2019 Friday Movie 7:00 PM

29.09.2019 Sunday Sunday Bazar 9:00 AM

04.10.2019 Friday Movie 7:00 PM

05.10.2019 Saturday Dussera Gold Tambola 7:00 PM

06.10.2019 Sunday Senior Members meet 11:00 AM

07.10.2019 Monday Dussehra Dandiya Night  7:30 PM

11.10.2019 Friday Movie 7:00 PM

18.10.2019 Friday Movie 7:00 PM

19.10.2019 Saturday Mega Bumper Tambola 7:30 PM

25.10.2019 Friday Movie 7:00 PM

26.10.2019 Saturday Diwali Mela 4:00 PM

Sri Kanumuri Raghu Rama Krishnam Raju(M No:R-201)

has been elected as Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha

from Narasapur Parliamentary Constituency.
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Kolagatla Alana Meenakshi is an 8 year

child of our very proud Member

Mr.Madhu Kolagatla (M-109) who

added three more International

medals in Chess, two gold and a bronze

to India.

It was a proud moment for our Club,

last year 7 years old Ms.Alana

Meenakshi Kolagatla, had got laurels

to us by winning the district and state

Under-7 girls Chess Championships

with an unbeatable record in the

month of May 2018. She continued her

winning streak and added another gold

medal to our country too.  She played

41 Chess games in different formats in

three prestigious Chess championship

back to back from 25th June to 24th

July 2018 untiringly. Starting with

Common Wealth Chess Championship

U-8 girls at New Delhi, one year above

her age category and stood 6th,

followed by winning the 14th Asian

school's Chess championship at

Srilanka with fantastic four medals

( one gold, one silver and two bronze)

for India in under 7 girls category.

Winning gold in classical format

Ms.Meenakshi, bagged the WCM (Women Candidate Master) title with her rating reaching 1800 ELO points. Immediately

she fought in the toughest Chess battles in the 32nd under 7 girls Nationals at Karnataka and tied for gold and on the

basis of few technical parameters she got silver. This was then followed by runners trophy in under 9 state girls chess

championship in Aug 2018.

With the above achievements our little Alana became India's official

representative for 2019, Under-8 girls World Cadet, Asian Youth,

Common Wealth, Western Asian Junior and Youth and Under-9 girls

Chess championship for World Schools and Asian Schools.

In the recent Asian Youth,  April 2019, Alana Meenakshi, won two gold

for India in girls under 8 rapid format both in individual and team.

In Under 9 Nationals, at Ahmedabad from 3rd to 11th August 2019

though she is 8 years old, she made it into the top 15 in the Country

and got the eligibility for the next year’s for under 10 International

chess tournaments.

Member Honour

KOLAGATLA ALANA MEENAKSHI
D/O MR MADHU KOLAGATLA (M-109)
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This was followed by 20th August to 2nd September participation in the World's biggest battle of brains in Cadets at China.

Yes!!! She was officially representing India in the World Cadet Chess Championship 2019 at China and again finished in top 15

in the world and Meenakshi achieved certificate of award for her performance.

Immediately thereafter,  from 4th to 11st September 2019, Alana plunged into Western Asian Junior and Youth Chess

Championship at New Delhi. In this third major event, Alana Meenakshi dominated all the Chess formats in under-8 girls, with

two gold in Rapid & Blitz and one bronze in classic format adding three medals in India's pocket.

She competed in 47 brilliant

matches in 37 days just like an adult

professional player.

Very few kids are fortunate to take

part in these events and our Alana

Meenakshi is one of them.

The adorable of Alana Meenakshi is

she never comes empty handed in

any Tournament and wins prize

money or award or trophy or medal.

Waltair club is a home away from

home for this Champion. If ever, she

gets a break, she spends her time in

our play area, pool and library with

her little friends. Alana and her

parents are very thankful for our

club chess players who initially spend

their quality and valuable time

encouraging and playing with her.
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Our Club Member, Mr MVV Satyanarayana who has been

elected as the Member of Parliament from Visakhapatnam

Constituency in the recent elections. Visited the Club and

has been warmly received by the Committee members. He

is helping to sort out various issues faced by the Club

recently. “Members in the photo: Honorary Secretary Prof.

Seshagiri Rao, Mr. MVV Satyanarayana, Catering Committee

member Mr.O.Srinivas and Honorary Treasurer Mr Suresh.

Tambola Winners

1st Prize Winner - Mrs.C.Uma Lakshmi
W/o Mr.C.Rajasekhar (R-339)

1st Prize Winner- Mrs.Ch.Manjeera
W/o Mr.Dharama Raju (D-36)

2nd Prize Winner-
Mr.N.Ajit Madhusudan (A-409)

3rd Prize Winner-
Mr.Aditya Ravi (A-310)

3rd Prize Winner-
Mr.K.M.Lakshmana Rao (L-13)

3rd Prize Winner Mrs.Archana Gupta
W/o Mr.Naresh Kumar Gupta (N-125)

Events
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Vinayaka Chavithi @ the club

dasfasdf

Painting Classes @ the club

Events

Karate Classes @ the club
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The rains are meant to drive the blues away and not kick them in. So, we the Ladies Committee have organized a fun-filled

party named “The Monsoon Party”, a Party that brings the joy back in the dreary weather. Rainbow themed decor, yummy

food and lots of fun games made this party the one that our girls and ladies will remember for a long time to come. The

event started at 10:30am with soft music in the background and our committee ladies fully charged to entertain our dear

members with number of one minute games where everyone participated enthusiastically. Simultaneously we had five rounds

rainbow themed musical chairs. The showstopper of the event was the group game that was conducted. It was named “The

Monsoon Fashionista” where the ladies were divided into seven groups as per the rainbow colours. Each group was given a

kit consisting of 70 Rainbow colour papers. The groups were supposed to make beautiful dresses for the model chosen from

their own group and present them on stage. Yellow Group were the winners of the group game. Next in line on the agenda

was the “Waltair Club Super Singer Contest” which was a super success with  more than 25 participants taking part in the

contest. The first prize was bagged by Mrs.Sindhuja Ramesh and second prize by Mrs.Uma.

Right from the start of the event we had several rounds of Fastest Answer game where the energy levels  of the crowd were

at its peak. Event ended with everyone’s favourite game i.e Tambola where a lot of gifts were given away. We closed at

3:30pm and there were good number of ladies and awesome energy in the Centenary Hall until the closure.

Our heartfelt thanks to our event sponsor CMR group for accepting to be the event sponsor and being extremely supportive.

We would like to extend our thanks to our Judges - Mrs. Uma Sambasiva Rao, Mrs. Anamika Meena, Mrs. Sudha Puvvada.

- Contributor Smt Divya, Ladies Committee Chairman

Events
THE MONSOON PARTY
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Events
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- By PS Raju, FCA, S-148

TECHNOLOGY TO
REDUCE CORRUPTION-2

In the August issue of Waltair Times the author dealt with the Stamps and Registration Department and how to reduce

corruption therein by using Technology. In part-2 the reforms that can brought about in the Revenue Department are discussed.

There are several functions in the Revenue Department but the scope of this article is limited to common services available

to the Citizens.

These are in the nature of:

Issue of Pattedar Pass Books and Title-deeds, Under the Records of Rights Act 1971 (amended in 1980, 89 and 1993) to

the occupants as a tenant, lessee, motagagee of the lands to facilitate them to seek loans on the land from banks “claim

title and seek advance facilities on the Property.

Assignment of  Government land both for Agriculture and for House sites to various categories of people like Landless

Poor, Political Sufferers, Land Oustees, Ex-Servicemen, Government Servants, etc.,

 REVENUE DEPARTMENT

"Corruption is a cancer: a cancer that eats away at a Citizen's faith in Democracy, diminishes

innovation and creativity"  Joe Biden, former Vice President, USA.

Courtesy: R K Lakshman  -- from the Net
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Alienation and Acquisition of Government / Private Land for bona fide public purposes to a Person, Institution or Local

body either free of cost or on payment of Market Value.  For Public purposes like construction of Project and Government

Institutions etc.

Maintenance of Database & extending Citizen Services by issue of various certificates namely Caste, Income, Residential,

Integrated Caste-Nativity-Date of Birth, Income, Nonearning member, Possession, Patta, Extract of Pahani and PPB/TD etc.,

The above functions can be automated by:

1) Updating the Land Records by taking them online automatically Registering the changes contemplated by the

Registered Documents namely Sale and other transfer deeds including Gift etc. This can be done by linking Revenue

& Stamps and Registration Departments' data bases.  Citizens need not go to the concerned authorities.

2)  Similarly issue of Possession, Patta, Extract of Pahani and PPB/TD, pattadhar pass books etc., can be facilitated online.

Citizens can apply online and on payment of the relevant fee the certified copies can be downloaded. Similarly is the

case with copies of Field Measurement Book, Survey Measurement etc.

3) Another area is Certificates regarding present land usage Category and change of land use which can also be done

automatically online on payment of the requisite charges.

4) Issue of various Certificates namely Caste, Residential, Integrated Caste-Nativity-Date of Birth, Income, Nonearning

Member can be processed online.

5) The Governments have already put in a lot of effort to put the records online. This involved painstaking work and we

need to appreciate the tremendous effort in this regard

6) The above Documents/Certificates can be treated as legal and valid provided after downloading the same from official

website of the Government, are self attested Needless to say this is the practice being adopted by the Central Government.

7) The procedures suggested above if put in place will give lot of relief to the common Citizens and also reduce the work

load on the Government which can save lot of amount on Infrastructure like Land & Buildings, Electricity, Staff salaries

etc., and at the same time provide comfortable and top class services to the Citizens.

The Author is Senior Practicing Chartered Accountant of Visakhapatnam and Vice President-Waltair Club.

He can be reached at: psraju@gmail.com
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Now is the time to Welcome all the cultural festivities

& celebrate with pomp !!

Plan an evening out at your place of choice "your club"

!! dressed colorful & casual !!

While Walking into the lush green lawns & if observed

keenly you will find "THE BAND STAND" that would

remind one of its outstanding history and existence!

(request Ms Hema to add some more content )

Other places of interest ready to receive you with

family & friends to spend an evening that promises to

be windy & pleasant …… enjoying a warm snacky

evening at the outdoor soft cocktail's bar, the recently

renovated 2020 Restaurant, The Wills pub, open food courts etc to mention a few & set your mood amidst varied

ambiences to suit your convenience !!

You will be pampered with delicacies that are presented by our experienced chef & the variety of assorted dishes on

the menu altered to your tastes at regular intervals

With personal care taken by Mr.O.SRINIVASULU Catering Committee Chairman with a selected sub - committee ably

assisted by dedicated staff in the automated kitchen premises.

Try the experience of placing your orders at the take away counter & entertain yourself & your guests in the warmth of

your home & not forgetting special offers prepared to test your taste buds on Sundays.

Have you visited  "DESTINY - The Lounge" opened for your comfort to create something more than a bar with light

reading books and music.

Useful contact numbers of the club at your finger tips:-

1. Reception - 0891-2565740

2. Office General Enquiry - Ext 253

3. Library- Ext 245

4. Accounts Enquiry Ext 250

5. Bookings Enquiry Ext 262

6. Office Asst Manager - 9390501493

7. Chambers - 0891-2505462

8. Food Orders Parcel- 8297735656

Know your Club

The Author is Prem Mirpuri, M-54

Eastern Art Museum at Visakhapatnam

- By Prem Mirpuri
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Catchy commercial advertisements through the medium of hoardings depicting negligibly

clad women is indeed a common sight today!  The present day trend of displaying obscene

advertisements through the medium of hoardings needs to be checked by the police.  The MNCs

seem to depend heavily on obscene advertisements for their business. For instance, a reputed ceramic

company displays a negligibly dressed woman in its advertisement or a multiNational soft drinks

company depicts a scantily dressed woman enjoying a soft drink? Neither ceramics nor soft drinks

have any rational relation or reasonable nexus with the woman in dishabille.  The only aim or rather

focus of the advertiser is to leave an indelible impression on the viewer.  Curiously the police seem

to adopt a stoic stance conveying an impression that such advertisements are perfectly normal.

There seems to be an imminent need to sensitize the police on this issue.

The Law relating to obscenity in India is codified u/s 292, 293 and 294 of the Indian Penal Code. Under these sections

a book, pamphlet, paper, writing, drawing, painting or representation shall be deemed to be OBSCENE if it is lascivious or

appeals to the prurient interest of the reader.  That means the effect of the representation as a whole should be such so as

to tend to deprave debase and corrupt persons who read, see, or hear the matter contained in it. Despite these provisions,

indecent representation of women or depiction of women in advertisements which have the effect of denigrating women,

and, are derogatory to women has been gaining ascendancy? It was in this backdrop the indecent representation of women

(Prohibition) Act, 1986 came into force as a separate comprehensive legislation to effectively prohibit the indecent

representation of women through advertisements, books, pamphlets and other medium.   Though the Act came into force

long ago, it virtually remained a mute spectator in so far commercial advertisements are concerned.

The Act expressly prohibits, and makes indecent representation of women through advertisements or paintings

punishable.  Under Section 3 of the Act, not only the publisher of the indecent representation, but also the person who

arranges or takes part in the publication or exhibition of any  indecent representation of women in any form shall be liable

for penal sanction. The Act empowers a Police Officer who comes to know about the commission of an offence under this

Act to arrest the accused without warrant. Where the offence is committed by a company, every person, who, at the time

the offence was committed, was in-charge of, and responsible to, shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall be

liable to be proceeded against.  For implementing the provisions of the Act effectively the Central Government has also

passed "Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Rules 1987".

The net of Law is so wide under this Act that it takes into its grip not only the person at whose instance the advertisement

is displayed but also the advertiser and even the person who permits such display!  A word of caution for the Commissioner

of the Municipal Corporation! The written permission of the Commissioner is mandatory to erect, exhibit, fix, or retain any

advertisement upon any land, building, wall, hoarding or structure. Ordinarily these permissions are given by the

Commissioner in a routine manner and this may expose even the Commissioner of the local authority to the prospect of

prosecution under the Act as the statute states that          whoever arranges or takes part in the publication or exhibition of

the indecent representation shall be liable to be proceeded against. Therefore, the Commissioner should exercise caution

while granting permissions for erection of hoardings.

T.V.S.K. Kanaka Raju

(The writer is a Senior Advocate in  Visakhapatnam District Courts) He can be contacted by  E-mail:

tvskkanakaraju@gmail.com

BRIDLE THE

BILL BOARDS!
LEGAL MATTERS

                              - By TVSK Kanaka Raju
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Lake HAKONE

An absolute thrill to the senses.

Japan is quite literally the most fascinating country we've

explored to date. So today, I am sharing with you our 10

day Japan itinerary, all heavily researched (for hours!)

before our trip and followed pretty much to a T.

This Japan itinerary starts in Tokyo, makes a day trip to

Hakone, then ventures south to Kyoto, with day trips to

Nara, Osaka, Hiroshima, and Miyajima Island. Hover over

the map below to see where each spot is located. Distances

TRAVEL
DIARIES

- By Shaheda Mehdi

10 Days in Japan
A Complete Itinerary

“From the shiny bright lights of Tokyo’s Akihabara District to the serene temples and

gardens in Kyoto, Japan is a country where the past and the future collide more than

you initially realize. I can promise you that every bite of food will be better than the

last, and you’ll be saying oishi (“delicious” in Japanese) during every meal.

really depend on the mode of transport you use, with bullet

trains being the fastest.

I highly advise booking accommodations near centrally

located train stations in Tokyo and Kyoto as it’ll be easiest for

the day trips  We opted to stay near Shibuya Station in Tokyo

as it’s centrally located and easy to reach other districts, and

near Kyoto Station in Kyoto as we were taking a bunch of day

trips and wanted to be able to walk to our accommodation

easily after a long, busy day on the bullet train

Senso-ji, Tokyo

Hiroshima Castle
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Tenryuji, Kyoto

HOW TO GET AROUND:

purchase a JR train pass for varying amounts of time.  The JR pass gives you access to all of the trains, most Shinkansen lines

(bullet trains), the ferry to Miyajima, and a few other transportation lines.  Options include 7-day, 14-day, and 21-day.If you

plan on using a JR pass, you NEED to purchase it before you enter the country.

A Complete Itinerary
And now, the fun part! The 10 day itinerary in Japan!

DAY 1: ARRIVE IN TOKYO!

DAY 2: FULL DAY IN TOKYO: WEST SIDE
Today’s all about modern Tokyo!  You’ll be exploring the western districts of the city, including Shibuya, Harajuku, and

Shinjuku – just saying these names are fun!

DAY 3: FULL DAY IN TOKYO: EAST SIDE
Now it’s time to experience the more traditional side of Tokyo, including Sensoji Temple and Ueno Gardens.  Another bird’s

eye view can be seen today, at nearby Tokyo Skytree.

DAY 4: DAY TRIP FROM TOKYO: OPTION : HAKONE, MT. FUJI

Today you’ll activate your JR pass and start putting it to use! “ you have a whole slew of options to fill your day, including the

Hakone Tozan Cable Car for stunning views, the Hakone Ropeway for even more epic views, Owakudani with views of Mt.

Fuji on a clear day, and a small Buddhist alter.  We also took a Hakone Sightseeing Cruise and spent time at the Hakone

Open Air Museum (art gallery). Brave? Try a black egg!
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DAY 7: DAY TRIP TO NARA AND OSAKA

DAY 8: DAY TRIP TO MIYAJIMA AND HIROSHIMA
This is a must see grim reminder of the nuclear Holocaust

DAY 9: KYOTO THEN BULLET TRAIN
BACK TO TOKYO

Fushimi Inari Shrine (Taisha)

Nijo Castle:

To-Ji Garden and Temple

Bullet Train to Tokyo

Day 10: BREAKFAST AND OFF TO THE AIRPORT

DAY 5: MORNING BULLET
TRAIN TO KYOTO THEN
EXPLORE

DAY 6: FULL DAY IN KYOTO

the Higashiyama District, the

world famous hub of Kyoto’s

best-known shrines and

temples. Make sure to walk

down Sannenzaka and

Ninensaka – the two most

beautiful streets in the district
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Courtesy Mr. R V Prasad, Chairman General Services.

Refurbished Waltair Club

Swimming Pool
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“Cyber is the most modern weapon of choice “in this age of Information & Technology and Digitisation and online transacting

and total dependency on computers and Global networks and availability of personal information as well organisation’s

information on the web and other social media freely accessible to one and all.

The Meaning of “Cyber “and types of Cybercrimes:

The development of Information and technology in the present day has paved the way to this new threat of cybercrimes.

The behavioural pattern of the people and the way banks and all other institutions operate has gone a vast change with the

development of Information Technology.

“Cyber” is thus related to a computer or person or an idea and relates to computers, technologies in this space age. Thus, all

types of crimes perpetrated through computers with the use of technology and unlawfully and without the knowledge of

the Victim, securing all the personal information stored in his computers, mobile phones and E-Mail-servers of the banks

,unlawful use of debit & credit cards and withdrawing monies and corporates and misusing such information by fraudulent

withdrawals of funds belonging to others, misusing information obtained by hacking into the computer servers has become

the latest threat throughout the world without exception. As discussed above all such activities are termed as Cybercrimes.

Types of Crimes & Activity of Cyber criminals:

Hence in these days of complete dependency for all information, payments online, use of ATMs of banks and all Banking

transactions online with the use of computers, E-Mail servers, mobile phones, internet and intranets, use of pass words,

weak security protection layers, the cybercrimes and cyber criminals became rampant all over the world. Thus, cybercrime

is any unlawful activity perpetrated by fraudsters through computers and internet. To counter cybercrimes all nations have

put in place Cyber laws, Information & technology laws, and the legal systems are tuned to deal with cyber criminals,

separately.

Cyber criminals’ resort by targeting victims -bank accounts, threating mails, data theft by hacking computers, impersonating

through social media like face book, getting personal data of persons, which is freely available due to digitalisation and use

of several social net work platforms. Using and hacking into networks and malware, virus programmes. As discussed in

fraud triangle greed for easy money is the main motive behind these unlawful activities.

The cyber criminals could be from small-time hackers to interNational cyber criminals involving in money laundering, stealing

defence secrets, drug mafia, human trafficking and interNational terrorist organisations resorting to cybercrimes. These

cybercriminals target individual persons to a group of persons spreading to Nations across the world, targeting defence

secrets, money stealing and money laundering earned from unlawful activities to interNational terrorism.

The cyber criminals are qualified and have in-depth knowledge of penetration of data, networks and firewalls and security

layers and cracking of the passwords. They study the subject, the targeted system and controls and the persons operating

the system and the codes and software used in the organisation, before planning the cyber-attack.

Various countries adopted stringent cyber laws to protect the users of cyber technology and to deal with cyber criminals.

India has a strict Information and technology Act 2000.There are ways like “Fast flux” changing of addresses of a system

keeping the perpetrator’s system invisible, “IP spoofing” is changing of IP addresses and look alike web pages. Cybercrime

detection and prevention is a very difficult task as we are dealing with criminals who have good knowledge of the systems

and the human brains are involved in these crimes.

CYBERCRIMES
Meaning, Types of Cybercrimes,
Remedies and Red alerts:

- By CA K. Narayanarao
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Secondly securing data from theft is very costly and an organisation may not be able to secure 100% and as technology is

fast changing old systems become obsolete fast and new security systems need to be put in place or updated frequently

and all this involves cost. The cyber criminals also update their penetration techniques of injecting viruses, hacking into

servers and other modes of data theft.

“Cyber stalking” is another most annoying way the cybercriminals use to irritate and frustrate the Victims and harassing

them through the computer networks and social media. Anyone can be the victim of cyber stalking, though the incidences

are more with females being targeted than males.

 Cyber stalking is generally made through Mobile phones or E-Mails or text messages or SMS and videos. There are specific

provisions of laws in place in Indian Penal Code to punish the cybercriminals involved in cyber stalking.

“Cybersquatting” is related to Domain names and another area of cyber criminals to breach into other “space” used

the person or organisations for their business or other purposes. The domain names end with .in, .com,.org, .govt ,.uk.etc.

to indicate the user whether it is Government or organisation or specific country etc. A domain name is like a trademark and

specific only to the person who has purchased and exclusive only to him and to identify his website, products or services or

information.

“Cyber black mailing and extortion” “Money OR Data”- Ransomware:

Cybercrimes also are rampant in some countries for extortion of money by threats by breaching the data security or by E-

Mails and SMS. In these days of extensive use of Social media by one and all with no age defences, all personal information

is available on the web and there are specialist data sellers whose job is to get all the relevant information of a person or

organisation and sell to prospective cyber criminals.

Cyber extortion or Ransomware involves the cybercriminals unlawfully first obtaining Data or personal Information

and using that to demand small or huge amount of money from the victim or else threaten to expose the information to

public or use against such Victim, if the demands are not met with a deadline of time to pay up.

Ransomware has become a serious threat to society since years mid 2000 onwards. The first attack that was reported and

documented occurred in 1989, It is however to be noted that there may be thousands of cases unreported by the Victims

paying the amounts demanded under threats. Ransomware includes blocking of the software or usage of computers and

servers through s malicious software that is injected to make the demands. It starts it attack as soon as the users of an

organisation or individual starts to login to the computer.

Cyber warfare and Espionage”
Cyberwarfare means and includes use of computers and internet, objective being, to attack the defence systems and other

secret data pertaining to defence strategic planning in order to cripple another country’s defence operations and also

involves espionage and counter espionage leading to important data theft by agents and spies. It also at times cripple’s

data servers and stealing financial information data.

It was reported in news that China was accused for its activity of spying into the cyberspace and cyber espionage of other

countries Cyberwarfare also includes intruding into the systems of oil & gas, underground rail systems, waste management,

Petroleum whose operations are all system driven by computers and are targeted to disrupt opponent countries operations

and cause chaos. These attacks are made possible by “bot network”.

Botnet architecture looks as under: Bots, Botnets and Zombies:

These words are used to signify computer or network security threats. These can be good bots or bad bots. Bad bots

perform malicious tasks attaching the intended Victim’s computer and networks. They perform repetitive tasks. Worldwide

there may be 1000 million computers and at least 25% get effected by these bots malware from time to time.

At times, difficult to detect such malicious bots and the owners may not notice them except that they observe the computers

running slow.
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Cyber criminals make money in the following ways using botnets:

1.They may do phishing and send spam mails to trick people and getaway with the hard-earned money.

2. Dos -Denial of Service is another way of shutting down the targeted victim’s computers by causing heavy load of traffic

through bots that makes the systems go slow and ultimately gets shut down.

3.The criminals make monies also by selling their bots or giving to another criminal’s usage.

The preventive measures are nothing but strong layers of security and continuous monitoring by professionals to identify

such threats creeping into the computers and networks by identifying

And attack the bots and make them ineffective.

It is a Malware that will take control of the effected or attacked computer network. These bots can be used either for a

good or malicious intention more so with the latter. It can at times attach several hundred computers on a network and

disrupt operations. However, there are protective mechanisms against bot attacks.

Phishing & Vishing-Mostly associated with Banking Frauds:

Phishing former refers to sending mails by soliciting to give information with false websites similar to an organisation,

generally similar to bank websites and get all personal details, bank details of the victim, as if the source is from the bank,

and then misusing the same and siphoning off the funds by unlawful transfers and other means. Thus, customers fall prey

to fake websites and fake e-mails asking for information for updating their details or for security check etc. Vishing involves

phishing as well voice messages or phone calls seeking personal information, faking their identity. The Reserve Bank of

India keeps warning on media that public should be aware of these scams and fake calls and mails and unless otherwise the

customers confirm authenticity from banks, they should not part with any information or report the mail as spam.

The only solution to all cybercrimes is to have a very strong security of the systems, different layers of security and pass

words and various authorisation levels for employees to use data, make public aware of the dangers of cyber threats and

public too should be aware of these issues and be on the alert before they give away any information over phone or e-mails

or text messages and any suspicious actions should be brought to the notice of appropriate authorities including police

who are having separate cells with trained persons to deal with various cyber criminals.

Hackers:
Hackers are of three types: 1.White Hat hackers    2. Black Hat Hackers     3. Grey Hat Hackers

It is to be noted at the outset that all hackers are experts at computer systems and have good knowledge of computer

programming and full knowledge of breaking and intruding the security layers of the victim’s systems and computers. They

are virtually computer professionals and know their job.

White hat hackers are basically ethical people and professionals in the organisation itself doing hacking for testing their

system securities and their vulnerability for intrusions by criminals. They do the hacking for testing with due permissions

and knowledge of the managements or owners of the systems. They use the search engines for their work.

Black hat hackers are the criminals and bad people who resort to hacking with an intent to destroy the victim’s data or

stealing data or for selling data for monies and such other unlawful and unethical uses. They intrude into the victim’s systems

and computers without permission or knowledge solely with criminal intentions. These hackers look to destroy search

engines.

Grey hat hackers fall in between the above two who have knowledge of the two but who do hack without any criminal intentions

like black hackers but without permissions find any loop wholes and bring to the attention of the user and also sell patches to

cover any loopholes in the system. Thus, they are not purely ethical like white hats nor criminal like the black hats.

Author:
CA K. Narayanarao

B. Com; FCA; CFFE(IFS-Pune).

 Member-(ACFE) Association of Certified Fraud Examiners-USA.

Website: www.fraudsdetection.com
Contact: kollururao@gmail.com.
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Books are the doorway to a child's imagination. Reading books not only helps improve a child's language, it also stimulates

his mind and allows him to understand how the world works. Books open up a new world to a child, one he may not necessarily

ever become a part of, but should definitely have an understanding of. Different cultures, different personalities, different

social constructs can all be explored through books. They open our minds to new worlds and different points of view unlike

any other medium. This is why it is so important to make books an integral part of every child's life. And although all parents

know this, making reading a habit among kids is a tough task, not made easy by the fact that kids nowadays have a mind of

their own and do not easily accept everything their parents ask them to do. So, the question is, how to make a child an avid

reader? The answer, as is with everything else, is to start early. Even a 4 or 5 month old child can be handed a book. The trick

is to find the right book.

Children upto 1.5 - 2 years of age should generally be given board books - hard cover books with thick pages so that they

dont tear easily, books which have lots and lots of big, bright, vibrant pictures and minimum words - because at that age,

kids respond more to visual stimuli. They get attracted to the colours and pictures and develop an interest in looking at the

pages and learning how to turn them. Of course, they might destroy some books, but what process doesn't have some

collateral damage?  As they grow older, the focus should shift from simple picture books to story books. They should still be

hard cover and full of bright pictures, but the number of words per page can increase. It's always useful to sit and read the

book with your child everyday. Make it a habit - maybe during the evening or at bedtime, to read a book out loud to your

child. Make him sit on your lap, let him explore each page while you read out the story - both in the language used in the

book as well as your mother tongue. It might be tough at first, he might not sit through even a couple of pages, but if you

persist, he will eventually sit down and listen to it. You just need to have patience. Repeating the same book until he actually

sits through the entire story is also a good idea. Generally, stories involving lots of animal characters are a good place to

start, because the opportunities to modulate your voice by making the animal sounds are immense and these changes in

your voice and expression generally keep the child hooked on to the story for a longer period of time.  Once they reach an

age where they can actually read themselves, it's all about selecting the age appropriate book. Giving them something

complicated can turn them off reading for good, so it's always better to start small and let them work their way up. Even at

this age, never underestimate the power of reading the book together with your child - you can reduce your input, or ask

them to read out certain parts to you while you read out other parts, maybe even take up a character each and mouth their

dialogues - book reading doesn't have to be a boring and silent process!

A simple Google search will open up a plethora of book titles to choose from, and you can always choose according to the

interest of your child. Don't forget to add your child's age to the search, and always remember that the results will always

be a little advanced, according to the standards of the west, and you have to pick titles which you think your child will be

able to understand easily. Classics are always safe to choose, but there are so many titles and authors that we have never

heard of but actually make for an excellent read, so work a little harder to check out highly recommended but unfamiliar

titles and go through their synopses before choosing which book to buy. If your local library doesn't have the book you want

to purchase, there is always Amazon!  The most important thing we forget when it comes to kids is that they follow what

they *see* their parents doing more than *listen* to what their parents just tell them to do. So if your child sees you reading

often, then there's a good chance that he will also sooner or later pick up a book and start reading himself.

Build a library in your house. From the simplest to the most complex, put all the books in a place where they are easily

accessible and visible to your child. Children love revisiting books they have already read - every time they reopen a book,

they notice something new. So save all the books that they have already read,  apart from buying titles that they want to

read or that you want them to read. And I know we all want our child to be the smartest, but leave the academic titles for

school and fill up your houses with storybooks - fairy tales, folk tales, tales of bravery and valour, tales which will make them

laugh, tales which will make them cry, tales which will stretch their imagination, tales which will build their confidence and

most importantly, tales which they will enjoy. Don't shy away from buying books - it's always better than reading the online

version on your kindle - the digital copy can never measure up to a physical one.

Happy reading!!

MAKING BOOKS WORM
INTO YOUR CHILD'S LIFE! - By Mrs.Deepti Rathi,  (D-116)
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DOS AND DON'TS
FOR DOG OWNERS

The following are a few pointers on how to take good care of your pet dog.

At times, many dog lovers may feel that their pet is falling short of their expectations,

but it is important to remember that they are very intelligent and understand every

'word' and 'action' of their owners. Dogs are often possessive of not just their owners

but also their belongings- such as toys and chairs.

However, disciplining a dog is a challenge and requires a lot of time and patience from

their owners. Though some dog owners may prefer having an official trainer, they would

still need to devote time every day for their pet. Akin to a child needing constant love

and attention, a dog expects the same from their owner!

Honestly, a pet is a full-time commitment and responsibility. "The more devoted the

owner, the more loyal the dog". After all, quid pro quo-it is a two-way process!

Here are a few Dos and Don'ts for dog owners:

The Dos:

1.Understand your pets' instincts and behaviour to ensure training is most effective.

2.  Be consistent in using commands such as- "Sit" "Heel" "Down" "Stay" "Fetch" "No" "wait" etc. One should not keep

changing the command words every time as it can lead to confusion for the dog.

3.  Reward them with treats for good behaviour and reprimand them when they disobey. This should be done in careful

balance, without any extreme actions.

4.   Be nice and kind to them as they understand us more often than we do.

5.  Ensure your pet is made aware of who is in control, as it helps in disciplining them.

6. As a pet owner, think before you act. It is important to anticipate your dog's behaviour and accordingly command them.

7.Be patient and teach him and train him slowly, one command at a time.

8. Take your pet dog for a walk as frequently as possible to ensure they stay fit and healthy.

Last but not the least, ensure you take care of the well- being of your dog and follow up with timely visits to the doctor.

Now, it is equally important to understand the Don'ts of being a dog owner.

The Don'ts:

1. Avoid using harsh behaviour with your dog, even if they are testing your patience.

2.   Be wary of the way outsiders treat your pet. Ensure to keep them in safe hands.

3.  Remember to keep praising your dog when they behave well. Ensure they feel safe and loved in their home.

 4. It is important to note that different breeds respond differently. Be patient when training them and give them adequate

time to learn and respond to you.

5. Ensure your dog is not being given multiple commands by different members of the family at the same time, as it can

result in a lot of confusion.

6. Monitor the amount of food intake for your dog to ensure they are not over-fed.

This is not an exhaustive list but gives a broad over view and I hope these few points will be helpful to all dog owners. At the

end of the day, they require your understanding and patience. It is after all a small ask for unconditional love in return!

K. Narayana Rao

Chartered Accountant. N-044.
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Ram Jethmalani and criminal law are so often synonymous and the lines between the two are
often so blurred that its tough for a legal intern not to mistake one for the other.

Jethmalani was famously known as the doyen of criminal law in the country. His tryst with the
subject started at the young age of 18 and he practiced it for nearly 60 years.

The former Union law minister was born on 14 September 1923 in Sikhapur town of Sindh province,
Jethmalani moved to India before Partition. In school, he got a double promotion, which helped
him complete his matriculation when he was just 13. He went on to secure an LLB degree at the
age of 17. And due to a special resolution, he became a lawyer at the age of 18.

Jethmalani was known for his robust arguments and fought many high-profile cases in the
Supreme Court, High Courts in many states and even trial courts. His physical presence inside a court, particularly trial
courts, used to be so intimidating that people embroiled in legal cases would be willing to pay him through their noses to
have him fly to distant places and appear for them.

He is particularly remembered for his arguments in the 1959 KM Nanavati vs State of Maharashtra case, in which he was the
prosecutor.

Jethmalani also fought several other high-profile cases, one of which stands out - he had appeared in defence of Rajiv
Gandhi's killer in the Madras High Court in 2011.

Jethmalani also defended Harshad Mehta and Ketan Parekh in the Securities scam of 1992. He had also strongly defended
the death sentence given to Afzal Guru, the 2001 Parliament attack accused, and represented Manu Sharma in the Jessica
Lall murder case. In 2010, he was elected as president of the Supreme Court Bar Association.

Jethmalani's political side was no less fascinating than his illustrious legal career.

He flirted with the Jan Sangh, the BJP, and also contested Lok Sabha elections as an independent. He was elected to the
sixth and seventh Lok Sabha from the BJP and held the portfolios of law, followed by urban development in two Atal Bihari
Vajpayee-led NDA governments.

But before that, what brought him to political limelight was his stiff opposition to prime minister Indira Gandhi during the
Emergency, a fact that even Prime Minister Modi mentioned in his tweet condoling Jethmalani's death on Sunday.

Jethmalani was then the chairman of the Bar Association of India. His sharp criticism of the Emergency led to an arrest
warrant against him. But rather than courting arrest, Jethmalani opted for self-imposed exile in Canada. He however, didn't
stop criticising Indira Gandhi and it became the bedrock of his political stint.

As an independent, he lost from Ulhasnagar despite Shiv Sena and Jan Sangh support. Later, in 1980 when the Janata Party
swept to power after Emergency, he won from the Bombay north west. It's another matter that he lost in 1985. He became
a Rajya Sabha member in 1988.

But before being sworn in as a RS member, in 1987, at the age of 64, Ram Jethmalani announced his candidature for the
President's post. He also launched a political front called, Bharat Mukti Morcha.

In 2004, he contested from Lucknow against Vajpayee, whom he never got along well even while serving as a minister in his
Cabinet. He lost that election. But in 2010, he was back as a BJP Rajya Sabha member and many of his speeches even then
had the treasury bench listening carefully.

His divorce with the BJP in 2012 started with a letter to then party president Nitin Gadkari. The tone and tenor of the letter
was quintessential Jethmalani. His public barbs against the saffron party became more harsh and direct. And in the following
year, he faced action when BJP had expelled him for six years for 'anti-party activities'.

But that didn't come in the way of Jethmalani's personal rapport with Modi or L.K. Advani. Advani would still be found
attending his gatherings in Delhi. Even Modi held him in high esteem till the last day, says BJP insiders.

As Jethmalani bid adieu to the world, India lost a man who could speak his mind.

                                                                     Source: Live Mint.

RAM JETHMALANI
DOYEN OF CRIMINAL LAW &
POLITICIAN WITH COLOUR
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TENNIS
Tennis is a wonderful sport, while
it is a good exercise it also
provides the players a temporary
switch off from their daily
perturbing issues giving the mind
a good reset every morning.

Waltair Club tennis courts are in
existence from as early as 1940.
Around 1965, the courts were
moved to the land that is the
present All India Radio Studios.
From 1977, we have them in the
present location. Surrounded by some ageless trees providing shade, it is an out of the
world setting for play and relaxation!

Our most senior veteran player is Dr Goli Bhaskara Rao who has been playing at the
Club Courts since 1967. He is a fatherly figure to all the members. Of course now, at
the age of 90, he is grandfatherly!!

Another veteran player Sri V Sridharan continues to play even at the age of 88. He played Ranji Trophy Cricket for Tamil
Nadu. He played the Tennis Veteran's circuit Nationally and interNationally, where he won many laurels.

In 1994, an InterNational Tournament was organized at the Club Courts. Every year, the Club organises a tournament for
the players, and that is another occasion for merry making.

Proud prodigies of the Club tennis include S Abhishek who played for India Juniors Davis Cup and Saketh Myneni who won
Asian Gold as also played Davis Cup for India. He was in the US Open Main Draw, and continues to play in the interNational
circuit. At present about 40 members play at the two clay courts, which are a luxury and some form of God's gift! Coaching
camps are being organized at the Courts for juniors every year.

From The CAPTAIN'S Raquet

It has been such a pleasure to be take care of the Club Tennis for the past several years. It's the most 'looking forward to'
part of my day, and I can say the same for most of us. We enjoy a great comradarie and bonhomie. Cheers to many more
years of Club Tennis! I am very committed to propagating the playing cultures in members children, and I welcome members
suggestions and involvement in this regard.

Most cherished veterans…

When Saketh found time to eat dinner with us…

From yesteryears….
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" American magazine 'Wired' said the Chandrayaan-2

programme was India's 'most ambitious' space mission yet

" 'The New York Times' lauded India's 'engineering

prowess and decades of space development'

"  India's historic mission to soft-land a rover on the

moon's uncharted South Pole may have gone awry, but the

landmark attempt highlighted its engineering prowess and

growing ambitions to become a space superpower, the

global media commented on Saturday.

The New York Times, The Washington Post, The BBC and The

Guardian, among many other leading foreign media outlets,

all carried stories on Chandrayaan-2, India's landmark moon

mission.

American magazine Wired said the Chandrayaan-2

programme was India's "most ambitious" space mission yet.

FROM 'BROKEN DREAM' TO
 'ALL IS NOT LOST', FOREIGN MEDIA REACTS TO

CHANDRAYAAN-2

"The loss of the Vikram lander and the Pragyan rover it was

carrying to the lunar surface would be a big blow for India's

space programme... but all is not lost for the mission," it said.

The New York Times lauded India's "engineering prowess and

decades of space development".

"While India may not have stuck the landing on its first try,

its attempt highlighted how its engineering prowess and

decades of space development have combined with its

global ambitions," the report said.

The partial failure of the Chandrayaan-2 mission - an orbiter

remains in operation - would delay the country's bid to join

an elite club of nations that have landed in one piece on the

moon's surface," it said.

British newspaper The Guardian, in its article titled "India's

moon landing suffers last-minute communications loss",

quoted Mathieu Weiss, a representative in India for France's
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space agency CNES, as saying: "India is

going where probably the future

settlements of humans will be in 20

years, in 50 years, 100 years".

The Washington Post in its headline

"India's first attempt to land on the

moon appears to have failed" said the

mission had been a source of "immense

National pride".

"Social media erupted in support of the

space agency and its scientists despite

the setback... The incident could now

set back India's growing space

ambitions, seen as a reflection of the

aspirations of its young population," it

said.

"One of the successes of India's space programme has been

its cost-effectiveness. Chandrayaan-2 cost $141 million, a

small fraction of what the United States spent on its historic

Apollo moon mission," the report said.

American network CNN described it "India's historic landing

on moon's polar surface may have failed".

"India's historic attempt to soft land a rover on the moon

may have ended in failure moments... The crowd had

celebrated every small step during the controlled descent

and the moment the landing was expected to take place,

silence descended," it said.

The BBC wrote the mission had made global headlines

because it was "so cheap".

"The budget for Avengers: Endgame, for instance, was more

than double at an estimated $356 million. But this isn't the

first time ISRO has been hailed for its thrift. Its 2014, Mars

mission cost $74 million, a tenth of the budget for the

American Maven orbiter," it said.

French daily Le Monde mentioned the success rate of soft

landing on the moon.

It said, "so far, scientists point out, only 45% of missions

aimed at alleviating have been successful".

It started its article with words "A broken dream" and said

the Indian newspapers "were quick to titrate their websites,

after announcing the worst scenario that could expect the

Indian Space Research Organisation".

In the early hours of Saturday, Indian space agency ISRO's

plan to soft land Chandrayaan-2's Vikram module on the

lunar surface did not go as per script.

The lander lost communication with ground stations during

its final descent. ISRO officials said, adding that the orbiter

of Chandrayaan-2 - second lunar mission - remained healthy

and safe.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday asked ISRO

scientists not to get disheartened by the hurdles in the moon

mission Chandrayaan-2 and asserted that there will be a "new

dawn and better tomorrow".

This story has been published from a wire agency feed

without modifications to the text. Only the headline has been

change.

                                                       Source: Live Mint.
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Aqua aerobics classes started on the 8th September and Sunday classes are taken by our own member

Shaheda Mehdi who is a certified Reebok trainer . These classes are on Sunday from 5.30pm to 6.30pm

we have around 35 people who have registered.

The benefits of aqua aerobics

Healthy Heart. Regular participation in water aerobics or water exercise classes can help improve

heart health and cardiovascular strength.and Tone Muscles and Burn Calories.“Water pressure helps

put less strain on the heart by moving blood around the body,

Increase muscle strength – Water is a flowing and constantly changing product of nature, and as such can be very

unpredictable in its movements. Since water flows in multiple directions, the resistance in the pool can range from four to

42 times greater than air, ensuring the body’s muscles get a rigid workout. In fact, a study conducted in 2007 found that

after 12 weeks of regular aquatic aerobic exercise, participants had made significant gains in strength, flexibility, and agility.

Build endurance – Unlike traditional weights, which require the human body to push and pull against the weight plus gravity,

water resistance is a more natural resistance which requires the body to strain through the water rather than against

it.“Increases flexibility – As the body is subject to water

resistance during water aerobic exercise – which requires

movement in various directions while adjusting to the push

and pull of water – the joints naturally increase their range of

motion. A study conducted in 2013 found a significant increase

in flexibility after subjecting a group of older adults to aerobic

therapy exercise.

Low-impact exercise – We may not often think of it, but the

traditional impact we place on our joints during a “land

workout” can be taxing. In water aerobics, the buoyancy of

the water helps takes off some of the impact we tend to place

on our body, due to our own water weight. In layman’s terms,

our body’s is not subject to gravity in the water, therefore

the impact our joints take on when, say, running in water, is

ARTICLE ON
AQUA AEROBICS
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not equal to the impact when running on land. This is particularly appealing to those with joint conditions such as arthritis or

those currently undergoing physical rehabilitation.

Alleviates pressure on the joints – Studies have shown water-based exercises such as water aerobics relieve pressure placed

on joints from normal wear-and-tear and arthritis. In fact, hydrotherapy is shown to be the leading form of therapy for

those suffering from joint problems.

Relieves stress and decreases anxiety – Watching bodies of water in motion can be one of the most soothing activities one

can take part in to help relieve stress, which is why vacations to beaches and island paradises are so popular getaways. But

being in the water can be just as relaxing! A Polish study conducted in 2007 found that aquatic exercise significantly decreased

anxiety and negative mood states in women.“Burns calories – The combination of strength and cardio workouts mixed with

water resistance in aquatic exercise ensures the body is getting a full workout. Depending on cardio activity, weight (including

additional weights such as dumbbells and weight belts), water temperature, volume and buoyancy, the body can burn

between 400 to 500 calories in an hour of exercise.

Reduces blood pressure- Water resistance is not just a buoyancy feature to help work the muscles. In fact, the water pressure

actually works with your blood as well and enables one’s blood flow to circulate more effectively throughout the body,

effectively decreasing blood pressure and, in the long run, decreasing resting heart rate. This benefit means your heart is

maintaining its productivity while putting less stress on your heart!

Cooling exercise – As temperatures get warmer and the summer heat draws near, the desire to exercise in the burning sun

may suddenly not seem so appealing, and so naturally dipping into any body of water becomes alluring. Water aerobics can

satisfy that need to feel cool in warmer temperatures while still enabling an athlete to exercise. It’s  cool, crisp and refreshing,

especially knowing you aren’t struggling in the heat!

Popular activity – Water aerobics is not limited to any age group or skill level. As a result, water aerobics is known to a be

one of the most popular bonding activities for friends and family. The sport appeals to all ages – with younger generations

naturally enjoying the fun to be had in swimming pools while still appealing to the older generations and their need to

maintain a moderate level of physical fitness “Good to see our members enjoying.

P Krishnakanth
Chairman, Sports Committee

Waltair Club

It’s was a great all over workout . Apart

from offering various health & fitness

benefits being in water was a joyful

experience as it was easy on joints in a

cool & relaxing atmosphere. It was a great

splashy fun & a social get together.

“Dr. Zohra Mehdi, M-94

Just before the Ganesha immersion, we had our own Aqua Aerobics class on Sunday 8th August,

where nearly 2 score participants enthusiastically submerged themselves covering almost half our

club's scenic pool, exercising under the expert guidance of accredited trainer Shaheda Mehndi.

The pool environment was a surcharged one with Shaheda using her lung power to full use expertly

cajoling each participant to give workout with their last remaining ounce of stamina and breath.

Swimming is one thing, working out Aerobics in water is an entirely different cup of tea. Midway it

dawned that it was more exhausting than just a freestyle swim. And for the diehard aerobic fans, it

was one without the pressure on the joints and without risk of muscle injury.

Sandeep Kumar, S-427
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MISTAKES DONE BY INDIANS
Source : The Web
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MISTAKES DONE BY INDIANS
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WHAT’S UP DOC ?

Dentistry or Dental Surgery is a branch

of medicine that consists of the study -

-diagnosis, prevention,and treatment

of diseases and disorders of the oral

cavity.

It consists  of 7 branches:-

Oral medicine and diagnosis with Xray

Oral surgery related to treatment of impacted teeth and

fracture of the jaw, cleft lip management and other mal

formation in the oral cavity.

Endodontics related to root

canal treatment and this

also includes implants

which can be metal based

Periodontics, related to

diseases of the gums and

alveolar bone.

Prosthodontics, related to

fixing dentures and crown

and bridges and implant

fixation.

Orthodontics, related to

mal aligned teeth and their

correction.

Pedodontics, related to

treating children and their

teeth condition.

Oral diagnosis is fundamental basis on which good practice

depends. Dentistry besides relieving pain also consists of

recognising and preventing disorder..

A dentist is not only concerned with teeth but also the

wide oral cavity.

The oral cavity is quite interesting as at times shows

developmental, traumatic, infective, precancerous,

cancerous diagnostic change. The hard and the soft tissue

of the oral cavity are subject to quite a few clinical and

pathological changes.

Many oral lesions look alike but differ in aetiology and

prognosis.

Congenital anomalies represent developmental disorders.

The development of the face and oral cavity is a complicated

process and a slight alteration in the normal course of events

leads to abnormality. Such conditions are sex linked and

transmitted from parents to offsprings. Conditions like

Syphilis  tuberculosis ,leukaemia.

Cleft Lip:- treatment- surgically corrected giving

consideration to speech

esthetics and dentition.

Tongue Tie:- a condition in

which a patient has difficulty

in speech and cannot

protrude their tongue.

Lingual Frenum was

attached to the tip of the

tongue.

 Generally a patient comes

with the complaint of foul

odour from the mouth. This

could be due to various

reasons either due to

accumulation of food in

carious teeth or due to

gingivitis or infected tonsils or stomach disturbances. In such

conditions scaling is advised. Normally gingivitis is seen more

often  in females and more so during puberty and pregnancy

, gums are soft and bleed very easily. So scaling and

gingivectomy is sufficient.But in Epileptic patients who are

being treated with Dilantin Sodium and other drugs repeated

gingivectomy has to be done as these drugs have a tendency

of affecting the gums and cause the abnormal enlargement

of the gums.

- By Dr Vinodh Mansukhani, BDS
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Nowadays patients are

more aware of oral

hygiene, slight protrusion

of the anterior teeth they

visit the dentist for

correction.So orthodontia

is becoming very popular.

Orthodontia deals with

removable and fixed

appliances that are used to

move teeth.In

orthodontics, 3D printers

are the latest trends now.

It replaces the production

of custom aligners, tooth replacement, Veneers and crowns.

Patients normally do not consult a dentist at the early stages

of tooth decay and turn up when extraction is the only

alternative to the problem but these days root canal

treatment is an easy way to save the tooth.

Even when dentures are concerned patients prefer going in

for fixed dentures, partial/full.

Crown and bridges are placed on the teeth which are broken

due to some accident.In prosthodontics, the ceramic crown

and bridges are being replaced by Zerconium crowns which

are lighter and unbreakable and more teeth like appearance,

and last longer.

 If a patient has lost his tooth and wants a permanent tooth

replacement then implants are suggested.Implants are like

metal screw of Titanium which is placed in the bone and a

crown is fixed on it.

Laser technology is  changing things a lot in dentistry from

whitening teeth to removing tooth decay, to preparing the

tooth’s enamel for receipt of filling,to reshaping the gums,

removing bacteria during root canal treatment; Laser’s make

the procedure go more smoothly and also reduce discomfort

and healing time for patients. Patients are less likely to

require sutures; Anesthesia may not be necessary; less

damage to the gums which shortens healing time .

Cosmetic dentistry is

now in vogue. Bonding is

now a days used. Bonding

is a procedure in which a

tooth coloured

composite resin is

applied and hardened

with a special light,

ultimately bonding the

material to the tooth to

improve a person’s smile.

In the anterior teeth

Veneers are placed.

Patients are shown on a computer screen what treatment is

required and what is to be done and what the result would

look like.

Intra oral cameras are used for diagnosis with Xrays and the

treatment plan is chalked out.

Oral cancer is another prevalent feature which is in patients

who regularly chew pan or gutka  Patients have a habit of

putting tobacco in the cheek area of the mouth and leaving

it in place for a long time. This leads to cancerous lesions

.There are precancerous lesions also .

Incase of bleeding gums and loose teeth the periodontist

does a flap surgery where artificial bone is placed and gums

are sutured

Patient comes with a broken jaw in this case the oral surgeon

does interdental wiring in which case the mouth is closed

for six weeks and patient is kept on liquid or semi solid diet.

Children who have big cavities and the tooth needs

extraction a space maintainer is inserted by a pedodontist.

Tips for oral hygiene:- brush the teeth morning and night

and gargle after every meal.Visit a dentist every six

months for a general check up.
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ADVISORY ON ETIQUETTE IN CLUB PREMISES

DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE  2019-2020

Mr.B.Satish Chandra S-223
9848198411 sbe_satish@yahoo.co.in

Mr.G.V.K.Srirama Murthy S-068
9848196587 agency@gprn.co

Mr.A.V.R.K.Kumar K-016
9393262826

Mr.K.S.Anand Dutt A-022
9393100729 ananddutt@hotmail.com

Mr.G.Veeramohan V-088
9848196777 veermohan@hotmail.com

LEGAL COMMITTEE  2019-2020

Mr.M.Ramadas R-137
9348186105 ramdasmangu@gmail.com

Mr.D.Dakshinamurthy D-018
9346434348 dmdurvasula@yahoo.com

Mr.S.V.S.S.R.Raju S-208
9949095891 svssrraju@rediffmail.com

Mr.G.Ramakrishna R-098
9849999919 goliram1945@gmail.com

Mr.A.V.Monish S Row M-035
9848190912 monishr@gmail.com

Managing Committee noted, at times some Members and children are going overboard and the actions are in violation of
Club's rules. The Committee's endeavor to bring to the knowledge of Members the issues and relevant rules to avoid any
sort of embarrassment to the Committee or the Members.
1) Behavior with the staff Members:
The staff Members are part of our Club and have essential role in day to day working of the same. The decorum of our Club calls that
they be treated with due civility. (There were instances in the past where misbehavior with staff Members led to suspension of a
senior Member).
2) Conduct in the Club:
A Gentleman is someone who values comfort of other people in the neighborhood. Care is to be taken while talking and
using cell phones that we do not disturb other Members or people around. Absolute silence need to be maintained in
Library and It's polite to speak in a low-pitched voice in other venues of the Club. Abusive and vulgar language should be
totally avoided in Club premises.
3) Members and Dependent children using the sports and other facilities of the Club:
It has come to the notice of the Committee that dependent children bring along with them their friends. It is to be noted,
the dependent children are not allowed to bring any guests to use the sports or other facilities of the Club.  Further Members
also should ensure they enter the guests' names in respective registers as soon as they enter the Club.  Non-compliance in
this regard is gross violation of the Club rules and will be dealt seriously.
4) Dress Code and Timing for using various facilities:
The Members and children should strictly follow the prescribed Dress Code and the timings while using various facilities.
Members are advised not to use or visit the venues/facilities during their closing time.  Please note all the venues and
facilities have fixed timings.
5) Smoking Areas:
Smoking areas are designated and they should alone be used to avoid inconvenience to other Members and families.
6) Chambers:
This is a facility created only to provide accommodation for our Members, their Guests and Members of our affiliated Clubs.
Members to take note of the bye laws regarding introduction of guests when they reserve Chambers. Except the room
guests and on duty staff, all the persons (including our Club Members not residing in the Chambers) should leave Chambers
and the Club premises at the time of closing of the Club.
7)  Guest Rules:
Care should be taken while introducing guests, as our bye laws state that you can introduce a guest who is not a Member of
our Club but has the eligibility to become a Member of our Club. This is very important not to disturb the decorum of the
Club.  Further the same guest can be introduced only on four occasions in a calendar month.
8)  Usage of Affiliated Clubs:
Please carry your identity card and currently valid Introduction Card to affiliated Clubs. Please adhere to the rules of the
respective affiliated Clubs and attention to be given to the dress code, behavior etc. Members to note that while using
affiliated Clubs, they are brand ambassadors of our Club.
9)  Dues to the Club:
The dues to the Club should be in time to avoid unnecessary action.
The Managing Committee appeals to all the Members that Our Club's Dignity will be measured by our Discipline and Inner
Peace, and solicit your valuable cooperation in upholding the same.
10)  Mobile phones
 Mobile phones should be used with absolute discretion so as not to cause any disturbance to other Members.
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Blow your Mind SUDOKU

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS AT VISAKHAPATNM
AMBULANCE SERVICES/HOSPITALS

HOSPITALS Phone Number

Emergency 108 (Toll Free)
Apollo 2529618/ 2727272
Care 2714014/ 2522666
ESI Hospital - Malkapuram 25771195
ESI Hospital - Industrial Estate 2558209
ESI Hospital - Ramnagar 2553780
Golden Jubilee Hospital 2796135
Ghosha Hospital 2562637
K.G.H. 2564891
Kanakadurga Nursing Home 2566932
Latha Hospital 2702287/ 2511351
Lazarus Hospital 278780
Mental Hospital 2754918
Queen's NRI Hospital 2535063/ 5752
Seven Hills Hospital 2708090
TB Hospital 2565526

 “The Web” compiled by Mr P S Raju FCA, Vice President of Waltair Club
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VISUAL BRAIN TEASERS
You can test your visual spatial perception and visual intelligence with visual brain teasers in this section.

1, How can you get 30 by placing the balls into the boxes in the following equation?

2. Which one is the top view of the tower on the left?

Answers:

1.This question cannot be solved mathematically. Because the sum of three odd numbers cannot be even.But
here the important thing is your attentionWhen you place the balls numbered with 11 and 13, you will get
24.Then, if you place the ball numbered with 9 but inverted, you will get 24+6=30.

2. If you look at to the tower from the above, the top layer is orange. So, the answer is definitely not C.The
second purple layer will not be seen from the above because it is the same size with the top layer.And the third
layer won't be seen smallest size then the top two layers.The fourth layer will be the next one that's going to be
seen from the above around the purple layer.The last one is going to be the largest and and it is orange.According
to these, the answer is going to be A

 “The Web” compiled by Mr P S Raju FCA, Vice President of Waltair Club
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1) CLUB HOURS: The Club shall remain open as follows:

1. On all days    6.00 A.M   To  11.00 P.M.

Bar shall be closed at 10.30 P.M. every day

Office: Monday To Friday : 9.00 A.M.  to   1.00 P.M.
          4.00 P.M    to    8.00 P.M

Saturday : 9.00 A.M.  to  1.30 PM
Sunday : Holiday

1) TIMINGS & TARIFF FOR VARIOUS SPORTS & GAMES IS AS UNDER:

a) SWIMMING POOL:

For all Members & Children above 12 years:

Timings : 6.00 A.M. TO  9.00 A.M.
                  &

4.00 P.M  TO 8.30 P.M.
Monday Closed.

For Ladies On : 4.00 P.M. to 5.30 P.M.   – All Days

Tariff:  Member Rs.400/- Month
Each additional family Member Rs.50/-

Health Club:   Monday Closed
6.00 A.M. To 10.00 A.M. – All Members, Ladies & Children
4.00 P.M.  To 8:30 P.M.  -           “

TARIFF

Rs.400/- - Member/Month
Rs.30/- - Member/visit (if he has not

Taken a Monthly Card).

b) BILLIARDS & SNOOKER:

For Members:
10.00 A.M   to    10.00 P.M.   = Monday to Saturday.

TARIFF:

1.  Per an Hour -  Rs.40/-

c) SHUTTLE:  The Shuttle Court is open between 6.00 A.M. to 9.00 A.M. and
4.00 P.M. to 8.30 P.M. on all days.

TARIFF:

1.  For Member per month - Rs.300/-

d) TENNIS:  The Tennis Court is open between 6.00 A.M. to 9.00 A.M and
3.00 P.M to 7.00 P.M on all days except Monday which is holiday.

TARIFF:  For Member per Month - Rs.400/- per head.

CLUB TIMINGS
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SECUNDERABAD CLUB
Main Club

History

Established by The British in 1878, The Secunderabad
Club is one of the oldest clubs in India. Located on a
lush, green, 22 acre campus, the Club's century old
Main Club House, carefully and aesthetically
maintained, has been given Heritage status by the
Hyderabad Urban Development Authority. Some of
the trees growing on campus, are over 100 years old
and still proudly play host to a variety of chirping birds,

making the club an oasis of calm in the middle of the
hustle-bustle of the busy city.

Up until 1947 only British Citizens were allowed to be
President, and only a handful of high ranking Hyderabad
nobility were offered membership in The Secunderabad
Club.

Today, The Club has a 8000 strong membership in all
categories of members and over 30,000 potential
members. The Membership spans all walks of life,
including Military Officers, Bureaucrats, Diplomats,

Police Officials, Erstwhile-Royalty, Professionals, Scientists and
Businessmen.

The Club boasts of excellent dining, reading, indoor and outdoor
sports with its own cricket field and many recreational facilities.
It may be the only Members Club to have its own dedicated Sailing
Annexe. The Club also offers excellent facilities for organizing
social gatherings by its Members.

The Managing Committee of the Club is elected in a true
democratic fashion and is committed to continue the fine
traditions of our club.

Facilities and Events

The Club has a large number of popular sports facilities including
a cricket ground and a swimming pool functioning around the
year. It has 5-star accommodation that includes Heritage Suites.
It has extremely well-laid out and air conditioned bars, dining
halls, banquet halls as well as a number of lawns for large
gatherings and parties.

The Club has a large food court that provides a multitude of
cuisines ranging from continental to mughal, Chinese to Italian,
and of course north and south Indian food.

AFFILIATED CLUBS
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A colonnade patterned in the Old
British style, a specious Ball Room and
an Open Air Theater showing movies
regularly are some other facilities in
the Club.

The Secunderabad Club is probably
one of the few Clubs in the world
which has its own Sailing Annexe.

A large number of are well patronized
Events are held every year, ranging
from a Bumper Tambola event which
attracts a crowd of around 1000, to
the New Year's Eve Ball or May Queen
Ball which can attract a crowd upto
about 2500. The Club also allows
sponsored and Co-Sponsored theme
based months/events regularly.

It is possibly the only Club in India to
have its own Printing Press. It also has
a Petrol Pump and a dedicated Bank
on its campus. It is affiliated with
about 100 top class Clubs in India,
USA, Europe, Australia, Africa and
South East Asia.

Secunderabad Club has 35 high-
quality AC Residential Rooms available to Members for renting at very reasonable tariff. All the rooms are completely
renovated by providing latest bath fittings, shower cubicles and new upholstery.

* Club Subscription is applicable to lodgers sponsored by Secunderabad Club Members as STT Members with charges of
Rs. 50/- plus taxes per head per day. They are not entitiled to accommodate/introduce guests to club.

* Affiliated Members staying in the Residential Rooms are not required to pay club Subscription but will be charged Rs.
50/- plus taxes per head per day. They are not entitiled to accommodate guests to the club.

* All Affiliated Club Members need to pay room rent in advance 100% before Occupation of quarters. More than 6 hours
i.e. after 6:00 pm Full Day Rent

* Occupant who wishes to check-in and check-out on the same day will be charged one day rent

* No charges will be levied for children below 5 years of age

Address
Main Club
Secunderabad Club,
220, Picket, Secunderabad - 500026

Sailing Annexe
Secunderabad Club (Sailing Annexe),
Mahatma Gandhi Road, Hussain Sagar,
Secunderabad -500003
E-mail: contactus@secunderabadclub.org

Transit Rooms & Bookings:
+91 40 2780 2317, 2771 8387, 2771 8388
Sailing Annexe:
+91 40 27540 006, 2754 1258, 2754 0164,
+91 40 6704 1000
Affiliated Clubs Bookings
by Secunderabad Club Members:
+91 40 2780 2982

Source: The above content and photographs have been     taken from the official website of Secunderabad Club and
Compiled by P S Raju FCA., VICE PRESIDENT-WALTAIR CLUB.
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BANGALORE CLUB
Bangalore Club in Residency Road, Bangalore

The Club was established in the 1868.
Bangalore Club, previously set up as the
Bangalore United Services Club was a
Colonial Club for the officers of the British
Empire. Many famous people including past
British Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill
have been members of the Club during their
presence in India.

Bangalore Club (Residency Road) consists
of a Lounges, Bars, Banquet Halls,
Restaurants, Sports and Recreation Room,
Chambers, Library and Club Facilities. The
members are provided high quality of
facilities. From sports and gyms to
banquets, bars and accommodation,
everything is well maintained. The Club is Nationally and interNationally affiliated with numerous clubs of its type and class.

Facilities at Club in Bangalore

The Club offers a number of facilities. Food World Supermarkets Ltd. is a reputed department store in the Club. It offers
wide range of products. Fresh Fruits and Vegetables are sold at reasonable rates. There is a florist named Upahar. One can
buy a variety of bouquets with range of flowers like Roses, Orchids, Tulips, Bird of Paradise and Asiatic Lilies. They provide
special flower arrangements too.

There is a Café Coffee Day, a Coffee Bar operating in Bangalore Club. Cold Storage items like chicken, mutton, beef, pork
etc. are also sold by a shop. There is a retail pharmacy outlet. M & W Associates Pvt. Ltd. is an air-conditioned saloon and
beauty parlour. It is a unisex salon. Elixir Spa offers high quality of services ranging from body massages, to foot reflexology,
to facials, manicure/pedicure, etc.

There is Lounge which is designed in 19th century décor. In the main lounge, there are hunting trophies, war memorabilia
and sepia toned photographs reminiscent of the Club's history displayed to attract members. The Mysore room and the
Gentlemen's Bar are the specialty of the Club. There are modern Tennis, Squash and Badminton courts. The health club,
swimming pool and the century old library, add to its heritage. The Club has green lawns, trees, shrubbery and flowers. It is
spread on a 13 acre campus.

The Club Library is a treasure house of literature. It consist of a wide collection of books, educational volumes, Indian and
foreign magazines and news papers. Internet browsing facility is available in the library. The Club provides Temporary as
well as Permanent Membership. It offers Civil Service Membership, Corporate Membership and Associate Membership.
Bangalore Club address is mentioned in the contact details.

Sports, Parties And 150 Years Of History:
Make A Friend Who's A Member At Bangalore Club
One of the oldest, and arguably the finest clubs in the country, you've got to make friends with at least one Bangalore Club
member to enjoy benefits of this 150-year-old institution!

What Makes It Awesome

Before you get ahead of yourself, this is a strictly, members-only club. And if you think you can be a member overnight,
think again. And think for about 20 years, because that is how long it will take (if not more) to become a member at this
prestigious club. Started back in 1868, this space was originally thronged by the British, and perhaps still has some of the
rules from the Colonial age in place. In addition, of course, to the gorgeous building that now serves as the clubhouse.

AFFILIATED CLUBS
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Spread across the few acres, Bangalore Club has
tennis, badminton and squash courts, as well as a
basketball court for the sporty folks who like the great
outdoors. These too need you to be a member to use,
so latch onto someone who already does play these
sports so once in a while you can tag along to enjoy a
game or two. There's also a gym, swimming pool, and
spa but using those facilities is much more limited,
even if you have friends in high places! They even have
rooms, so pester that pal to put you up in one, the
next time you're visiting. Or just for a staycation.

There is a lawn space which allows guests to sit at, as
long as a member is with you at all times, and signs
you in for a fee. If you already have a pal who's part of
this club (or you are a member yourself!), you'll know
that the Sports Bar is a fine place to chill out at. Open

air, with a small indoor space, it's the ideal spot to unwind with a game of snooker and Fußball. Currently, Smally's has set up
shop for food so feast on burgers and steaks here. Mostly, however, you make club friends for the subsidised alcohol. With
a few bars dotting the vast space, most members and dependent members (the only folks who can sign you in!), hit the club
for a round or two of drinkies, and that is when you need to tag along!

Be sure to clear your debts though. You don't want to go down in history like Winston Churchill who owed the club INR 13.
It has since been written off as "irrecoverable debt"!

Pro-Tip

If you think you can sneak in without signing up, you're in trouble. Or if you break the dress code. In addition to being
blacklisted, you really won't be able to eat or drink anything as all payment in the club is done through cards linked to
member cards. Swanky!

With Bangalore Club on one end and the Mayo Hall on another, Residency Road is a 2 km-long, broad path that snakes
alongside some of Bengaluru's important commercial centres  St. Marks Road, Museum Road and Brigade Road. What
makes it an integral part of the city's culture-scape is that it not only hosts landmark institutions, but is intertwined with
various aspects of the city's colonial history.

RULE 28 : AFFILIATED CLUBS : Members of Affiliated
Clubs who are not ordinarily resident within 40
Kilometres of the Club premises are eligible to use the
facilities of the Club. Such Members may do so for a
period not exceeding ten days at a time subject to a
maximum of thirty days in any Financial Year. Such
Members will be charged a subscription as may be
fixed by the General Committee in its Bye-Laws.
Members of Affiliated Clubs shall not be entitled to
introduce guests. The restriction on the period shall
however not apply to Permanent Members of
Affiliated Clubs who take up residence in the Club's
chambers, who shall be governed by the period fixed
in accordance with the Bye-Laws. PART X GENERAL
RULE 29 : It shall be the duty of the Members to furnish
the Secretary with an address to which communication
needs to be made.(Can be accessed on the net)

Sourced from the official website of Bangalore Club and compiled by P S Raju-VICE PRESIDENT, WALTAIR CLUB.
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Did you hear about the weightlifting vegetable? He was a muscle sprout.

What does a bodybuilder do for cardio? He lifts weights faster.

What do you call terrorist that's ripped? Osama Bin Liftin.

I don't always take a rest day but when I do, It's to give the weights a day off.

Why couldn't the bodybuilder get evicted? Because he was squatting.

What happened when the bodybuilder brought a lion to the gym? He got ripped to shreds.

 I asked a bodybuilder "Do you need to eat eggs to get jacked?" He said "No Whey!"

Why do hamburgers go to the gym? To get better buns.

What does a bodybuilder think before he deadlifts? Don't Fart....Don't Fart.....

Why did the fish stop lifting weights? He pulled a mussel.

Why did the bodybuilder grab a new shirt? Someone told him he was ripped.

Why do oysters go to the gym? It's good for the mussel.

Don't Cha wish your girlfriend could squat like me!

I got 99 problems because that's how many muscles are sore.

 My average leg day is doing diddly squat.

Someone call CSI, I just killed my workout.

I asked a bodybuilder what he does for cardio and he said "I lift weights faster"

 That moment you realize the squats are paying off.

That day when you no longer have to photo shop your gains.

 If lifting was easy, it would be called "Your Mom".

Mr. T doesn't lift weights because it infers that he has limits to his strength.
"I'm gonna lose weight. I'm gonna lift and exercise everyday. I'm gonna go on a diet and stick to it." ....... "Is that cake?"
Iron Man
Three guys were talking in the local bar. The manager was so sure that its bouncer was the strongest man around that it
offered a standing Rs10,000 bet that no could beat him
.
The challenge was that the bouncer would squeeze a lemon until all the juice ran out into a beer glass, then hand the lemon
to the customer. Anyone who could squeeze even one more drop out of the lemon would win the money.

Over the years many people had tried this, truck drivers, weightlifters, karate masters, and all had failed. Then one day this
geeky little fella with heavy black rimmed glasses came into the bar and asked if he could try the challenge.

 After the laughter had subsided the landlord said that it was only fair that the man be given a chance at the bet, so he
picked up a lemon and started squeezing. Once he was done he handed the remains to the little man who promptly squeezed
out 4 more drops of juice onto the bar!

 Everyone looked on in amazement as the landlord handed over the prize and asked "What do you do for a living that has given
you such strength? Are you a construction worker, Mixed Martial Arts fighter, what?" "No" the man replied, "I work for the IRS."

GYM JOKES
 “The Web” compiled by Mr P S Raju FCA, Vice President of Waltair Club
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Dear Sir / Madam,

Waltair Club is one of the oldest Clubs in the country with a glorious past and an enviable history of 135 years. Right from

it's inception, the Members of the Club have been the 'who's who' of the city. We publish an inhouse monthly journal

'Waltair Times' that reaches every single Member of the 3,000 people and their families and friends.

The Waltair Times is designed in a  way that attracts readers like no other and its high quality and perfect size will be a

benchmark that will clearly separate it from other free publications.  We are happy to inform you that we are offering

advertising space for  those who want to leverage the Club and the magazine''s immense potential. The advertisements will

have a massive target audience of 3000 Members of the Club alone besides the crossover of families and friends .

Advertisement tariffs are enclosed. The Advertisements may be sent to editor@waltairclub.com

Should you require any further details, pleas do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Thanking you and looking forward to welcoming you onboard Waltair Times.

Kind Regards,

Editor, Waltair Times

HOW TO ADVERTISE
IN WALTAIR TIMES

Advertisement Tariff

Location Single Issue 3 Issues 6 Issues 12 Issues

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Back Cover Page Slot not available till June’ 20

Back cover outside half 16500 33000 53000 79500

**Back cover inside 16500 36000 66000 106000

Back cover inside half 9000 20000 33000 53000

***Front cover inside full 20000 44000 66000 121000

Full page inside 11000 27000 40000 66000

Half page inside 7000 17000 27000 40000

**Back cover inside booked till April 2020
***Front cover inside full booked till February 2020

 Width(cm) Height(cm) Width(cm) Height(cm)
Full Area Full Area Print Area Print Area

Full Page 21.5 28.5 18.5 26.5

Half Page 21.5 14 18.5 12

·  GST Extra 18%
·  Cheques & DD in favour of WALTAIR CLUB.

Advertisement Size
Beneficiary :   Waltair Club
Bank Name :   State Bank of India
Branch :   Dutt Island, Siripuram,
City :   Visakhapatnam-530 003.
Account No. :   34918462054
IFS Code No. :   SBIN0006846
PAN No. :   AAACW1956C

Please send payment details UTR No.
to info@waltairclub.com.

Bank Details
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